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Happy Birthday TRNC
If it wasn’t for Turkey there would
probably be no Turkish Cypriots
living on this island. The Greek
Cyprus government is still making
anti propaganda about the TRNC.
It claims that North Cyprus is a
part of the island that is ‘occupied
by Turkey’.

In August 1960, after Cyprus
gained independence from British
rule, both Greek and Turkish
Cypriots agreed to run the island
together on an equal basis. But
problems started to arise soon after
in 1963 when the Greek Cypriot
leaders
wanted to change the
agreement. Starting from 1963 to
1974, intercommunal violence
went on especially and sadly
towards Turkish Cypriots.

Even though the UK was also a
guarantor of the island they didn't
intervene. So Turkey did so on her
own and saved the Turkish Cypriot
people. After that date our
beautiful island was separated into
two parts where Greek Cypriots
live on one side and Turkish
Cypriots on the other. Recognising
there would be no solution,
Turkish Cypriots established the
Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC) on 15th November
1983.

On 20th July 1974 Turkey came to
“bring peace to the whole island”
after Greek Cypriots supported by
Greece staged a coup on 15th July
1974 and took over the island.

Unfortunately the TRNC is not
recognised by the rest of the world
except for Turkey who has
supported us in every way up to
today.

By Peri Sualp.
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When the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus was established
35 years ago my mum was exactly
my age.
It may seem old history to our
generation but unfortunately the
conflict between two people's
(Turkish and Greek Cypriots) is
still ongoing. Many generations
were born into this dispute and
many have unfortunately passed
away without seeing a solution
between the two peoples. Peace
attempts are made once every few
years but unfortunately it has not
yet come to any conclusion. It
looks like the solution is the lack
of a solution!
Both peoples have lots in common;

Cyprus Independence

culture, food, arts, habits etc. and
both get along well together as
individuals. It is very sad to see
that serious problems and conflict
created by the leaders over the
years has brought the residents of
the island to the point where
hatred is increasing. I hope by the
time I am an adult all this will
end and we can all be friends. I
hope nothing is carried over to
the next generation.
Until a solid solution comes we,
as Turkish Cypriots, have to hold
on to our Republic with all our
best efforts.
Happy anniversary TRNC
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Akinci: We will be constructive as always
Akıncı:
“We will be constructive as always;
however, we will act in a conscious
manner by protecting the rights of
the Turkish Cypriot people to the
end”

not
result-oriented
negotiation
processes are over from now on. The
fact that this issue has started to be
included in the UN Secretary
General’s reports is a pleasing
development.

President Mustafa Akıncı stressed
that the Turkish Cypriot side will
continue to adopt a constructive
stance as always, but that they will
act in a conscious manner by
protecting the rights of the Turkish
Cypriot people to the end.

In addition to this modality, the
Turkish Cypriot side will be ready to
form a new federal partnership based
on the existence of two equal
constituent states, the sovereignty of
which will emanate from two equal
sides on this island by staying
committed to past understandings.
Establishing the conditions for both
parties to live in equality, freedom
and security depends again on the
will of both parties. We would like to
see an understanding from the Greek
Cypriot side which will give fair

In his address to the nation marking
the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of the TRNC, President
Akıncı said:
“I want to say that; as I have
mentioned before, open-ended and

Oktay: Turkey supports TRNC
Vice President of the Republic of
Turkey Fuat Oktay stated that Turkey
will continue to provide close interest
and support to the TRNC.
In his speech at the ceremony for the
35th anniversary of the establishment
of the TRNC, Oktay said: “The
Turkish Cypriot people who survived
many challenges in the struggle for
rights and equality and endured many
difficulties, are a source of pride for
Turkey.
Oktay continued:
“In this period of more than half a
century, the Turkish Cypriot people
have
favoured
solution
and
reconciliation from the beginning and
have always had a constructive
approach in order to re-establish the
partnership which was overturned by
the Greek Cypriots by adopting the
negotiation process in good faith and
determination.

The reason why the island has not
reached a solution today is,
unfortunately, the uncompromising
attitude of the Greek Cypriot side. The
Cyprus conference failed in July 2017
because of this attitude of the Greek
Cypriot side. Since then, the Greek
Cypriots have clearly shown that they
have no intention of establishing a
partnership and sharing political
power on the basis of political equality
with the Turkish Cypriots. The state
you established is one of the founding
and equal parts of the island. The
Greek Cypriot side's efforts to dilute
this reality have not been allowed up
until today, and will not be allowed
even after today.
Oktay stated that their aim is to ensure
the political equality of the Turkish
Cypriots and to guarantee their
legitimate rights, security, and welfare
on the island.”

sharing of powers and riches and
make our region the centre of new
cooperation opportunities, not new
tensions.
The approaches so far do not give
hope. We would like to see the results
of the visits to the guarantor countries
and the island which are being carried
out by the United Nations SecretaryGeneral’s temporary special Envoy
Lute, appointed by Guterres, before
the end of the year.

such as “the state should be
functional”. We will continue to
struggle to shape the relationship
between the two sides in Cyprus not
as a majority-minority but between
two politically equal sides as also
foreseen by the parameters of the
UN.”

The Turkish Cypriot side will
continue to adopt a constructive
stance as always. We will never give
any consent to the Greek Cypriot
leadership’s conception which will
put the Turkish Cypriot people in a
minority position with statements

Akinci receives Oktay
President Mustafa Akıncı received the
Vice President of Turkey Fuat Oktay.
Akıncı stated that if the Greek Cypriot
side accepts that they are not the only
owner of Cyprus and there are two
equal sides in Cyprus, it will be
possible to find a way for a solution.
In his speech, stressing that although
the Turkish Cypriot side shows
goodwill, the Greek Cypriot side has
never shown the same sincerity and
goodwill, Oktay said that the Turkish
Cypriot side was aware of this reality
but following the Greek Cypriot leader
Nikos Anastasiades’ statements, the
world has heard the reality at first hand
and that this situation is not
sustainable.

Adding that hydrocarbon reserves has
made the Cyprus island attractive,
Oktay said that, as Turkey, they will
never approve a solution model which
does not include the equal share of the
rights.
Pointing out ‘I hope what we
expressed on the Cyprus issue will be
a warning for the Greek Cypriot side’,
Akıncı expressed that the Turkish
Cypriot side desired a fair and
permanent solution but the Greek
Cypriot side who voted ‘no’ at the
referendum was rewarded and we still
live under embargoes. Akıncı also
stressed that the Turkish Cypriot side
showed great goodwill in Crans
Montana but could not see the same
attitude from the Greek Cypriot side.
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Decisive in the Mediterranean
President of the Republic of
Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
made a statement regarding the
drilling activities and said that the
‘Exxon’ company seems to have
an attitude such as : ‘Do not enter
into that zone but do whatever you
want outside of that zone’.
Erdoğan added: “There are two

drilling vessels and two seismic
vessels. One of these vessels will
explore
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean and the other one in
the Black Sea. Seismic vessels are
already working. We will continue
our way decisively. We express
our view to our friends. Mutual
trust can be established in this
way”.

Message from President Erdoğan
Celebration
message
from
Erdoğan to Akıncı: “Reaching a
solution in Cyprus is so valuable
for
all
of
the
Eastern
Mediterranean”
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan sent a celebration
message to President Mustafa
Akıncı on the occasion of the 35th
Anniversary of the Establishment
of the TRNC.
In his message, Erdoğan stressed
that reaching a fair and permanent
solution in Cyprus will be a
valuable example for the whole of
the
Eastern
Mediterranean.

Expressing that with its political
structure, developing institutions
and respect for human rights, the
TRNC is a security for the Turkish
Cypriots and an honour for Turkey,
Erdoğan stressed that Turkey will
always stand by her brotherly
Turkish Cypriot people in all
conditions, and continue to work to
provide continuance of legal rights,
security and prosperity of the
Turkish Cypriots. In the message,
it was also noted that the Turkish
Cypriot people, who continue their
struggle for law and independence
decisively, have shown every kind
of constructive effort and goodwill
to reach a fair, permanent and
viable solution in Cyprus. It was
also stressed that the Turkish
Cypriot people strongly keep their
will for the Cyprus Island to
become a source of peace, stability
and prosperity.
“I
congratulate
the
35th
Anniversary of the Establishment
of the TRNC with my deepest
wishes”

Active participation in decisions
Presidential Spokesperson Barış
Burcu stated that a federal solution
to be reached should be based on
political equality. Burcu added that
equivalent of political equality is
active
participation
in
the
decisions in the areas where there
is no numerical equality.

Pointing out that being opposed to
this basic reality is equivalent to
being opposed to a federal solution
and political equality, Burcu stated
that
the
Greek
Cypriot
Administration
should
acknowledge these realities and
share them with their own people
honestly.

Republic Exhibition
The Republic Exhibition which
consists of 103 artworks of 38
painters from the Near East
University will be opened on
Friday,16 November 2018 at the
Art Centre affiliated to the Near
East University Cyprus Museum
of Modern Arts.
The “Exhibition of Republic Day”
will be opened by Assoc. Prof. Dr.
İrfan S. Günsel, President of the

Board of Trustees of Near East
University at 10:30am.
According to the press information
provided by Near East University,
Press and Public Relations
Directorate, the exhibition was
organized within the scope of the
35th
anniversary
of
the
establishment of the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus.
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Greek Cypriot side discriminates regarding border crossings
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay said that the opening of
Derinya and Aplıç gates is a
positive development but there are
some other issues which should
receive attention.
Attending the ‘Gündem Artı
Programme’ on BRT by telephone,
Özersay evaluated the opening of
the Derinya and Aplıç gates and
replied to the questions. Özersay
stressed
that
all
ministries
associated with the issue had spent
great effort for the opening of
Derinya and Aplıç gates.

“The fact that the border crossings
opened up simultaneously pleases
us” Özersay added. Stating that
they will also support the opening
of other gates when the conditions
are suitable, Özersay said that we
as the Turkish Cypriot side called
the Greek Cypriot side a few times
previously regarding the issue but
we have not received any response
from the Greek Cypriot side.
Expressing that Greek Cypriot side
makes discrimination regarding
border crossings by the TRNC
citizens, Özersay said that without
prejudice to the exceptions, the
Greek Cypriot side does not allow

WAPC World Press Council
The 2018 General Assembly of the
World Association of Press
Councils (WAPC) will be held
today (13th November) at the
Lord’s Palace Hotel in Girne.
In her written statement, General
Assembly WAPC President Assoc.

Dr. Şule Aker said “As President of
the WAPC, which is the first and
only international organization of
the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus, we work to spread the
freedom of the press in a global
sense
and
ensure
its
implementation”.

a great part of the TRNC citizens
who originate from Turkey to pass
to South Cyprus and this situation
disturbs us.
Pointing out that this unfair
procedure is continuing by the

Greek Cypriot Administration,
Özersay said “I wish that in the
following process, the Greek
Cypriot side looks more positively
on our proposals and further steps
are taken on the issue”.

Classic Car Rally
8th International Republic Classic
Car Rally is to be held on Sunday
(18 November, 2018).
North Cyprus Classic and Sports
Automobile Club Chairman Argun

Paralik stated that as well as the
TRNC, Turkey and some teams
from Germany will attend the rally
which is being held to celebrate
the 35th anniversary of the
establishment of the TRNC.

Özersay informed guest media members
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay gave a briefing to guest
media members at the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.

regarding the latest developments
on the Cyprus issue, hydrocarbon
resources, the Turkish Cypriot
position and the future of the
mission of the United Nations
Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus
Özersay received 17 foreign media (UNFICYP).
members who came from 14
different countries within the Özersay also answered the
framework of the 35th anniversary questions of the foreign media
of the establishment of the TRNC members following the briefing.
and he also informed
them
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President Akinci press conference
Speaking at a press conference,
Akıncı stated that the main aim of the
press conference is not responding to
the Greek Cypriot leader Nikos
Anastasiades, yet wanting to clarify
some issues, adding that although the
stage was very close to the solution in
Cyprus, it was not achieved and the
parties should evaluate this issue.
Reminding that it is clear that Turkish
Cypriots would not accept having
minority rights and be dominated in a
unitary Greek Cypriot state, Akıncı
said that a great majority of the Greek
Cypriots would not accept the two
separate states as well.
Akıncı also stated that we are in the
current stage of whether to work for a
federal solution or to tolerate the
continuation of the status quo, and
added that the continuation of the
status quo had various dangers for the
Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots.
Pointing out that the reasonable way

forward is to look for an acceptable
compromise in the federal solution,
Akıncı noted that the settlement to be
reached is referred to in many UN
resolutions and reports that will be
based on the political equality of both
sides.
Reiterating that what will happen in
the case of no numerical equality was
clarified in the negotiations carried
out within the framework of the UN
parameters, Akıncı evaluated the
statements of the Greek Cypriot
Leader Anastasiades.

Pointing out that the federation is
seen as a painful practice by the
Greek Cypriot leadership, Akıncı
said that the only solution to unite the
two communities is a federal
solution.
Recalling that the Greek Cypriot side
has always had the view regarding
the central government to have more
authorities, Akıncı stressed that even
if the powers of the constituent states
increased, “we will not accept

decision-making in the central
government to be on the basis of
simple majority-minority.”
Noting that the United Nations
Secretary-General temporary special
Envoy Jane Holl Lute is expected to
arrive in Cyprus before the new year,
Akıncı said that ‘will we be able to
share power and prosperity instead of
sharing new suffering in the future’ is
the question that needs to be
answered.

Criticizing Anastasiades' stance on
natural gas, President Akıncı said
that the Greek Cypriot leader stated
that some issues would be of concern
only to the Greek Cypriot community
and that this was not reasonable.
Akıncı said that a settlement can only
be achieved in the region in a process
in which Turkey and Turkish
Cypriots will be involved.

Apliç and Derinya gates opened
Lefke Aplıç and Gazimağusa Derinya ceremony of Aplıç gate which has
gates were opened to mutual been closed since 1955.
crossings yesterday (12th November).
The Derinya Border gate has become
Representatives
from
non- the second border gate after Akyar
governmental organizations and also Border Gate in Gazimağusa which is
the public attended the opening known as 2.5 miles.

35th anniversary of the TRNC
The 35th anniversary of the
establishment of the TRNC will be
celebrated with ceremonies in all
districts, especially in the capital city
of Lefkoşa. Delegations from Turkey
and the other countries will also attend
the ceremony this year.
The 15th November Republic Day
program will begin with President
Mustafa Akıncı's speech on BRT
Television and a 21 gun salute on
Wednesday, 14th November at 12.00.

A ceremony will be held at the
Dr.Fazıl Küçük Monument Tomb on
14th November at 15.00 and Rauf
Raif Denktaş Mausoleum will be
visited at 15:30.
A ceremony will begin at the Atatürk
Memorial in Lefkoşa on Thursday,
November 15, 2018, at 09.30. The
official parade will be held at Dr.Fazıl
Küçük Boulevard and will start at
10.00am to celebrate the 35th
anniversary of the TRNC.
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Özersay: Common Vision
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay said “It will be a mistake
to negotiate without a common
vision”.

enter into a negotiation process.
There is a lack of common vision,
there are two different visions
which move further from each
other”.

Özersay made a statement to the Referring to two main factors in
Turkish News Agency (TAK) the UN report to restart the
regarding the Cyprus problem.
negotiations, Özersay said that one
of these factors is that the sides
In his statement, reminding that the should discuss and clarify whether
sides should clarify the issue of they have a common vision for the
common vision expressed in the future of Cyprus and the second
final UN report, Özersay said that factor is, the sides should reach an
a new negotiation process is not agreement about the method of the
foreseen before clarifying this process.
issue.
Furthermore, expressing that it is
“Anastasiades’ statements show obvious that there is a lack of
clearly that there is not a common common vision and understanding
vision yet. Until reaching a needed for the future of Cyprus,
common vision, we should not
Özersay said that it is wrong to
restart the negotiations otherwise
as the Greek Cypriot side
demanded, negotiations will restart
from the stage where they were
left.
Özersay also added that the main
reason of the deadlock is that the
Greek Cypriot side is not disturbed
by status quo as much as the
Turkish Cypriots and they do not
want to see the reality that a
federal partnership requires the
sharing of administration and
wealth and they never absorb the
sharing mentality.

Akinci to hold press meeting
President Mustafa Akıncı’s press
meeting to be held tonight
regarding the latest stage of the
Cyprus
problem
will
be
broadcasted live on television
stations and BRT 2 will broadcast a
Greek simultaneous translation.

members
from
Turkey
and
international news agencies who
have been accredited for the press
meeting to be held at 19:30 pm. at
the TRNC Presidency will be able
to attend and ask questions.

It will be possible to follow the
Turkish Cypriot, Greek Cypriot press meeting through the BRT web
press members and also press
site.

Atatürk remembered
The Great Leader, and Founder of
the Republic of Turkey Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk was remembered at
the 80th Anniversary of his death

with various ceremonies in the
Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus together with Turkey.

Derinya and Apliç Gates opened 12th November
Derinya and Aplıç gates will be
opened today (12th November
2018).
The first border gate was opened
on 23 April 2003 as a goodwill
gesture of the Turkish Cypriot
side.

The number of the gates now
opened will reach 9 with the
opening of Derinya gate in
Gazimagusa and Aplıç Gate in
Lefke today (12th November).
Source :
TRNC
Public
Office

Information
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I was in hospital in the TRNC
sinking whenever he moved his
head. We were told that it was
normal in surgery cases like this.
But still we were worried.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz...
Do not get excited by the heading
of this article. I am not sick, and I
am as healthy as before. Nothing
happened to me. But I spent 2 days
and 3 nights in a local hospital in
Lefkoşa.

wife stayed with him for the first
two days and nights, as she as his
mother wanted to attend to her
son. The weekend duty was
assigned to me. So I stayed with
him the whole weekend, days and
nights.

My eldest son, who is a Kickbox
Black Belt Second Dan, was
complaining about loss of hearing
in one of his ears, for the last
couple of years. He had been to see
doctors, both here and in Turkey.
The general consensus in the end
was that he needed surgery for his
ear. Personally I was never in
favour of surgery, but ultimately
found no other way out, and agreed
to let him have the surgery.
He was assigned a day for his
operation in the local hospital. He
had a successful operation, while
we as family waited for him
outside the operating theatre. He
was semi-conscious when brought
back to his bed, his left ear
bandaged. We were told that he
should not turn his neck, nor sit up
or get out of the bed for the first 24
hours.
Of course it was he who was going
through a difficult period, but we
as family were also getting our
share of the ordeal.
My wife and I shared our duties as
his caretaker in the hospital. My

My duty as his caretaker was to
accompany him to the toilet and
back. Although he was cautious
and careful and walked very
slowly,
I was always very
cautious while walking by his
side. Luckily nothing ever
happened during this one week.
One week has passed, he is still in
hospital. His situation is much
better. Still he is supposed to
remain in the bed for most of his
time and he is not allowed to turn
his head left. Still his ear is
bandaged and he is not allowed to
take any action abruptly. Still he
has to be conscious. But his
situation has improved manifold.
His vertigo has reduced, but not
fully gone. He is improving fast,
and can now take care of himself.
After my wife had spent two
nights, and myself three nights,
with him in the hospital, he has

After the first 24 hours he was
quite well, but of course he had to
be very careful. He was not
allowed to lie on his left side. He
was not allowed to move abruptly.
He was just allowed to get out of
the bed only to go to the toilet. He
was allowed to sit back. He had
started eating properly, and there
was no serious problem any more.
The doctors wanted to keep him
in the hospital for a week, as they
wanted to see the results of the
surgery.
However the only problem that he
was facing was Vertigo, feeling
giddy. He was feeling himself

asked us not to stay with him in the
hospital any more, as he is much
better now.
However, my wife is still spending
most of her daytime with him, just
to give him company, as his biggest
problem is that he is now fed up
with being in hospital.
So he wants to come home, but still
the doctors are cautious. They are
very careful and are monitoring his
condition. We expect that he will be
released from hospital in a couple of
days. However, as we have been
told, he will have to be very careful
while moving his head for the next
few weeks. He will not be able to
drive for over a month.
With all this, what we all are more
interested in is to see him
recovering well and regain the
hearing of his left ear.
Apart from everything the days and
nights that I spent in the hospital are
unforgettable days of my life, as it
was my ever first chance to stay in a
hospital.
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New Speed Camera activated
The speed detection camera
installed before the Güvercinlik
junction on the old Lefkoşa Gazimağusa Road, now known as
the DAÜ connection road, will be
active on Monday, November 12,
2018. The camera will be able to

Haspolat Junction

detect speeding violations on both
lanes of the road, where the speed
limit is 65km/h.

The zebra crossing to the west of
the Haspolat junction has been
removed to ensure traffic safety.

Source: Ministry of Public
Works and Transportation

A more secure crossing will be
placed at the same spot. Work for
providing a more secure crossing
for pedestrians is continuing.
The timeline for the completion of
the project will be made public in
the coming weeks.
A “no pedestrians” sign had been
erected on the spot of the removed
pedestrian crossing therefore it is
vital that pedestrians do not to
cross the road at this point, for
their own safety.

In addition, the bus stop at the
same spot towards Lefkoşa was
dismantled by the Highways
Department on Saturday 10th
November. Crash barriers will be
erected at the spot to prevent buses
from entering the discontinued bus
stop pull-in.
The bus stop will be moved to
another area when the necessary
safety precautions have been put
into effect.
Source Ministry of Public Works
and Transportation

Lefke University
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
As in past the European University
of Lefke kicked off with the
"Architectural Sharings" scheme
for the 2018-2019 Fall semester.
The first of the 6 week long series
was held recently.
According to the information
provided in the press release of the
university, the series is being
conducted by the Faculty of
Architecture of the University.
Best student projects which were
designed in the design studios of
Departments of Architecture and
Interior Architecture were included
in
the
presentations.
The
presentations which will continue
for 6 weeks during the 2018-2019
Fall semester will be presented by
the students of the Department of

Architecture
and
Architecture of EUL.

Interior

Giving information about the
event, Assist. Prof. Dr. Erçim
Uluğ, Head of EUL Architecture
Department said that, in the past
years,
the
Department
of
Architecture
in
EUL
has
undergone an intensive and
successful accreditation process to
establish
the
quality
of
architectural education. Pointing
out that, offering qualified
architecture
education
means
qualified architectural designs,
Uluğ said that, “Being aware of
this, as EUL’s Departments of
Architecture
and
Interior
Architecture, we aim to share our
designs with the aim of increasing
the architectural culture and
consciousness in society”.

Uluğ pointed out that the
presentation series will become
traditional and continue in the
following years and added that,

“We welcome all the architectural
students and colleagues from our
island to our presentations for
architectural sharing”.
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KAR - News Update week ending 16th November

Family reunion in Lapta
It is always nice to know that KAR
are doing something right and one
family has been delighted with our
Pet Travel service over the last 14
months.
Back in September 2017 we helped
Carol and Neil import their 15 year
old cat Sweep. Sweep came in with
Turkish Airlines from the UK into
Ercan (as an accompanied pet). It was
not long after her clearance had been
completed, at Ercan, before Sweep
and Carol were on their way home to
Lapta. Neil and Carol were very
happy once they were all home …..
Neil reported :
“Many thanks for all your help and
encouragement over the last few
weeks (is that all - don`t I mean
months?) - I think your help has been
'above and beyond’. Carol and cat
arrived and Sweep is now asleep in
his usual position - on Carol’s head.
The whole thing seems to have gone
very smoothly, ending with you
sorting it all out at this end. So thanks

very much indeed for all your help
and patience with my questions.”
Then we were asked to help Alex
(their daughter) with the export of
Lexie (her dog) to the UK in
September 2018. Lexie went to the
UK - again with Turkish Airlines
- as a cargo booking (the only option
for pets flying into UK) and
everything went smoothly. The only
fly in ointment was that Lexie’s
travel box was too large to fit into
Alex’s car when she collected Lexie
so it had to be left at the Heathrow
Animal Reception Centre - but Alex
wasn’t too bothered as Lexie
wouldn’t need it again. Or would
she?
“Just to let you know Lexie is now at
her new home. She was so happy to
see me but a bit stressed at
everything. Will take her walkies
tomorrow and hopefully she will get
used to everything. Thanks so much
for all your help.”

Alex and Lexie could not settle in the
UK - their hearts (and close family)
were back in the TRNC and that is
where Alex and Lexie wanted to be.
So we began, with colleagues in
South Cyprus, to organize Lexie’s
return trip. Her TRNC vet paperwork
and UK entry paperwork were all
transferred into a UK Pet Passport, a
new box was made and plans were all
in place for Lexie to come back (via
Larnaca). She arrived on November
6th and throughout her journey
up/into TRNC we kept in touch with
Alex (who wasn’t travelling for a
couple of days) and Neil so that he
knew of her final Lapta arrival time.
It was a real pleasure to see her
happiness at meeting up again with
Neil, Carol and their 2 other dogs at
home in Lapta.

and very happy she is too” Alex to
Pet Travel “Fab. Thank you so much
for everything”
Welcome home Lexie - no more jet
setting for you for a while - we hope!

Neil and Carol were happy - Lexie
was happy and Alex was happy …
KAR Pet Travel text to Alex in the
UK “Lexie is safely delivered home

A successful fund-raising event - Play Your Cards Right
KARs Curry n Cards evening was a
smash hit. Sartaj Restaurant Catalkoy
rang out to screams of HIGHER
- LOWER as the packed restaurant
hosted the first Play Your Cards
Right event for KAR.
The games paid out over 750TL in
prize money to the lucky winning

contestants and a fantastic 1,545TL
and £20 was raised (for KAR) just on
the games and Santa's Secret raffle.

apologies to those who wanted to but
couldn't as all of the tables were
booked.

There was a lovely selection of new
KAR merchandise on sale (calendars,
keyrings and mugs) so there was also
some early Christmas shopping (over
400TL) taking place.

Bobby Dazzler and the Dolly Dealers
along with Tuneful Terry - will be
back!!
Watch this space for details of the
next Play Your Cards Right event.

THANK YOU to Sartaj and to
everyone who came along and

And ... there is more to look forward to ...

ART & CULTURE
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Ülmen Aygin - Sümer Erek 1973 – 2018 - Art Exhibition
Sümer Erek is such a person, such an
artist. I did an interview with him for
the second volume of my book ‘Art and
Creativity in North Cyprus’. Here is a
short paragraph to introduce him. The
entire interview is attached below.
Sümer EREK
Multidisciplinary conceptual artist
Born in Limassol in 1959
A house is a place where spirit and art
can reside

By Heidi Trautmann ...
www.heiditrautmann.com ...
Art Statements – Memories
Phenomena of Human Life

–

Art is a healing power, many know
that, it is a multi-purpose tool to make
something visible in an artistic way.
Experienced artists have the ability to
bring something to the surface so it
can be seen, understood and handled
better. What is art, how far goes art
and what is involved in its many
facets. Art is the expertise of….
presentation of an object, a situation, a
phenomenon, a social or political
problem in a simplified or abstract
form, dismantling the ‘thing’ from its
covering, its mantle of protection or
its veiling skins. All art forms are
tools with its specific forms of
presentation, painting, sculpting,
theatre, literature, photography, and
so on, and can all be used to make a
point. What is an artist? The way I see
it, an artist is a highly sensitive person
who has all his senses well developed
through his/her work, owns a great
perceptiveness of all things around
and with hard training and belief,
he/she will be able to present them in
a proper way. And as it is with every
living
being,
education
and
experience is the most important
factor in the development of a person,
especially an artist. One cannot
present hunger, pain, love, happiness
and unhappiness if one has not gone
through these experiences. I heard that
a ballet dancer will only be an
accomplished dancer when he/she has
crossed the valley of pain, that had
most impressed me when a child.

Home country, roots, earth, identity,
refugees, displacement, conflict, loss:
these are the elements that are included
in Sümer Erek’s interpretation of
‘house’. Not simply a roof over one’s
head, providing the freedom to express
one’s personality but also, as he says, a
home for the arts.
I met Sümer Erek during one of his
visits to Cyprus when he sees his family
and friends, coming for one of his own
exhibitions or to an exhibition of his
artist friends. For many years now, his
base has been in London with his house
and his studio, his work and his
immediate recognition, but his heart is
in Cyprus, an aching heart.
Sümer was born with an immense
curiosity and an ever questioning mind.
“My curiosity stopped at nothing,
exploring, researching from early age
on. There were books available to me
at the house of my uncle who was an
archaeologist. Questions formed when I
saw my uncle working and I always
received answers. Also my parents
were creative people, my father a
carpenter and my mother a tailor.
Creativity was a daily exercise for us,
creativity also in the wider sense for
me, enabling me to get the things I
wanted, to be creative at earning my
own
money
which
made
me
independent.
I was regarded an
arrogant little fellow because I was
rather headstrong.”
Sümer Erek knows pain, he knows
about the difficulty to identify and
handle the pain to dismantle it. In this
project which was shown in the

ArtRooms in Kyrenia he speaks about
it, about his experiences from 1974 –
2018 and how he went about a pain, a
double pain of loss and of his own near
death. It happened in Istanbul in 1974
during the civil war, that he and his
friend were kidnapped and shot. This
1974 event changed his life and his
understanding of art. Over 40 years
have passed and – as he said to me
when I visited the exhibition – it was
through my work on this project that I
faced my encapsulated pain and
brought it to the surface.
The exhibition ended on the 7th
November, it was on for a whole
month, but I could not attend it before,
having found myself in a similar phase
of pain. However, I wanted to talk
about it and share my few photos with
you. It is what art is about, at least one
important part of it: it is to interpret life
and the many experiences one goes
through.

The main part of the project was the
establishment of one book for each year
passed since that deadly encounter in
1974, i.e. 40 books and for the Unlived
Days of his murdered friend, that
makes 14.600 posters altogether, he
shows on screen over eight hours.
Posters worked on the basis of a
drawing he once did of his friend and
of photos he had. Next to it, on another
screen, artist friends read the thoughts
and comments from family members
and others, just like facing a Wailing
Wall. The exhibition is an emotional
journey and pain is the vehicle,
encountering portraits and stops on the
way.
Sümer Erek was present and guided the
journey.
Thank you, Sümer, for sharing.
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Inter-Dimensions
frequencies to experience them.
Also there exists parallel states of
being. Many different life forms
exist, some have no form and are
just pure intelligence. So we are
definitely not alone
but are
advancing at a rate, where soon we
will be able to share with them.

By Nick Vye ...
Sanctuary ...
We now know that there's more
than one universe, as so called
science tells us. The mystics have
been telling us this for years but
we have to wait until science says
so. Why do we not listen to other
voices and put all our trust on
these so called learned men; who
have not experienced anything
outside of their normal state of
consciousness.
There are inter-dimensional states
of being, that like a radio station
has to be tuned into the right

It's just that we are so far behind
their development and spiritual
understanding. Almost like a new
born baby, who you communicate
with but only their eyes can
acknowledge you.
On earth also there exists in certain
places, buildings etc that cannot be
seen physically but exist there in
another vibrational frequency.
These you can only see and
experience if you increase your
own
vibrational
state
of
consciousness. Example looking
through what is called your third
eye, situated between your
eyebrows.

sense when in their location, like
standing stones, monoliths, sacred
sites etc etc. Many people are
aware of this or have experienced
different states of being whilst
there in those sites.
Because these frequencies are finer
and faster, science is only now able
to detect them. Their view before
was that the slower and heavier
these were, the more powerful they
became. The opposite of this is true
and even hospitals treating cancer
patients with lasers and radiation
are getting better results now,
giving lighter, shorter doses.

There are places that just have a
higher level of energy that you can

A Second Thought
A Poem by Nick Vye

So as we now begin to reach an
enlightening period of technical
growth as 20/20 approaches, we
should see more beneficial
improvements to our lives and
understanding of the universe to
which we belong and are all part
of.
With love light and peace to you
all.
Nick Vye Sanctuary.
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Remembrance Sunday at Charlies Sport Bar, Küçükerenköy
Sunday 11th November was
Remembrance Sunday and we
received news from Diane Loftus
that Charlies Sport Bar in
Küçükerenköy held a fund raising
event to "Help the Heroes" and the
"Royal British Legion".

you to all the helpers and all the
people who donated things to sell
and gave up their time, it truly is
an amazing community spirit!
We raised a massive 9,275TL!!
Thank you everybody.

Of the event Diane said on
Charlies Sport Bar Facebook page
"What a brilliant turnout for
Remembrance Sunday 'The Lest
We Forget". All the hard work
paid off Julie o’sullivan." Well
done. Xx
Julia o’sullivan said
Just want to say a massive thank
you!!
What a fantastic day we had
yesterday (11th November). Thank

Julia has since posted on the
Facebook page:
Hi everyone just to give you an
update on Remembrance Sunday.
After all the monies had been
counted we managed to raise a
massive 12,302.10TL!!
Well done all you lovely people!!
Xxx

2018 General Assembly of World Association of Press Councils
The 2018 General Assembly of the
World Association of Press
Councils started yesterday (13th
November) with the opening
ceremony at Lords Palace Hotel in
Girne.
Speaking
at
the
opening
ceremony,
WAPC
President
Assoc. Dr. Şule Aker stated that
the association, which is an
international organization with
members from 25 countries, works
for the purpose of spreading,
implementing and strengthening
the freedom of the press and added
that the issue of compliance with

press ethics and principles of
internet broadcasting will be
discussed at the General Assembly
meeting.
Reminding that members of the
press are working in very difficult
conditions all over the world, Aker
stressed the importance of
cooperation
between
press
councils.
Mentioning that the mission of the
Union is to spread and strengthen
'free press' implementations which
is one of the fundamental elements
of democracies, Aker said that the

media and press members were
responsible for performing their
duties in compliance with the
ethical principles of the press, as
well as to contribute to the proper
use of news and the internet.

Pointing out that the importance of
working cooperatively with the
press organizations all over the
world, the First Vice-President of
the WAPC Kishor Shresta stated
that the council made a significant
contribution for this.
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2018 Remembrance Service, Kyrenia
By Margaret Sheard ...
2018 is the 100th anniversary of
the end of World War I and it was
very fitting that the date of
Remembrance Day this year was
the 11th November.
The annual Remembrance Service
was held at The Old British
Cemetery in
Kyrenia, North
Cyprus and attended by a very
large group of expat residents and
visiting British ex-servicemen
many of whom served in Cyprus
both during the Emergency and at
other times.
Prior to the service commencing
the congregation enjoyed music
from a member of the Scots
Guards who marched up and down
in front the Cemetery, and played
Amazing Grace followed by other
well-known music. I love the
sound of the bagpipes, which I
always think have a very haunting
tone but beautiful to hear.
The Royal British Legion, Kyrenia
Branch and Police Standards were
marched into the Cemetery.
Unfortunately, Kim Tyler who
usually carries the British Union
Flag had recently suffered injury
from an accident and for the first
time was unable to attend as a
Standard Bearer.
The British Cyprus Memorial
Book which was dedicated at St.
Andrew’s Church, Kyrenia on
Friday 9th November, was placed
in a glass cabinet in the Cemetery
for those attending to see, and it
will then be returned to the Church
where it is to be permanently
housed.
The
service
commenced,
conducted by The Reverend
Michael Graham, with the

Bidding Prayers followed by the
hymn I Vow To Thee My
Country. Rev’d Graham gave an
excellent address which included
his own personal experience of
military service, which was a
serious topic but also included
some amusing anecdotes. Then
followed The Celebrant, The
Exhortation, The Last Post, The
Silence, Reveille, and The Kohima
Epitaph.

The laying of the wreaths on
behalf of the various Regiments
followed, there were some 47
wreaths, including those laid at the
Police Memorial, and for the first
time a wreath laid by the London
Fire Brigade.
Prayers, a hymn, The National
Anthem and The Blessing finalised
this year’s Remembrance Service
for those who lost their lives in

two World Wars and other
conflicts throughout the world.
Thanks to Major Brian Thomas
BEM (Ret’d), who this year
stepped down as Chairman of the
Royal British Legion, Kyrenia
Branch,
for
his
excellent
organisation
of
this
year’s
Remembrance Service, and also
thanks to the Girne Belediye and
the TRNC Police for their
cooperation in enabling this annual
service to take place.
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News from Hope 4 Pets
Facebook message - Elizabeth Stowell
Thank you to our amazing
supporters shopping online with
easyfundraising, we have raised
£116.87 in the last 30 days, and we
now have 95 supporters.
Your support really does make a

Facebook message by Elizabeth
Stowell ...
CHRISTMAS CARDS - NOW
AVAILABLE IN THE UK AND
TRNC.
£6.00 PER PACK OF 10. 127mm
x 127mm, gloss card.
TRNC - Cards are available at our
stall at the Lemar, Catalkoy
Market, Wednesdays.

difference, so don't forget there's
3,300 shops and sites you can raise
free donations with.
Please make sure you shop the
easyfundraising way every time
you buy something online:

UK - delivery will be by 1st or 2nd
class post. I will not be able to send
any deliveries out in the UK after
30th November, so please don’t
miss out, please help to support
Hope 4 Pets NOW!
To Order please contact me via
messenger. Payment can be made
through paypal, gofundme or direct
through Barclays bank account Sort
code 20-11-81 Acc no 23445542 or
by cheque to Hope 4 Pets North
Cyprus
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Festivals come and go, by George, in Northern Cyprus
By the CyprusScene
Reporter ...

Roving

Festivals come and go, by George,
but our very own local artists
remain and continue to amaze us!
The SOS Children's Village
presented Concerts without Borders
in Beyond - Opera, Broadway, Pop
and dazzled an appreciative crowd
early Sunday evening replete with
wine and a thousand delicious
canapés served to attendees.
This extraordinary presentation
opened with the arrival of President
Akinci and his entourage as the
producer and professional Diva,
Demetra George Mustafaoglu,
serenaded the ancient abbey walls
from the pulpit high above with
Tonight in honour of famed
composer Leonard Bernstein and
Evgenia Zhilskaya mirrored her
words in dance.

A guest new to the North was Katie
Economidou of South Cyprus
accompanied by Fikri Toros, who is
an MP in the TRNC, on the piano.
These two the program tells us were
awarded for their music sharing by
the State Department of the United
States along with Dr. Mustafaoglu.
Economidou offered up two well
known pieces, Ave Maria and the
Habanera from Carmen to the joy of
the crowd on recognizing the
popular pieces. To be fair, we
learned later she was ill and on
medication yet set herself the task
of not cancelling her participation in
such a momentous event.
Next in waltzed Peri Sualp to reveal
that it's possible for bright young
women to sing opera as she offered
the well-known Puccini song O Mio
Babbino Caro and the sweetest
Lullaby by Johannes Brahms. Pure
and sweet.

Just before intermission, Mrs.
Mustafaoglu with great technical
skill treated all to the hilarious
antics of Olympia's Aria from the
Offenbach opera Tales of Hoffman
and On My Lips Every Kiss is Like
Wine from the German Operetta
Giuditta, very sexy with tambourine
and dancing. Joy to the eyes and the
ears.

above - Katie Economidou and Fikri
Toros. left and right - Demetra George
Mustafaoglu. below - Peri Sualp.

Then from up the steps a welcome
from Dervishe Cherkez-Guryel,
Vice President of the SOS
Children's Village in the TRNC, and
her song, Raise Me Up. A big voice
from a big girl and then her little
girl, Kayra took to the stage and
played with the Disney Princesses
of Anastasia and Pocahontas in their
themed songs to the delight of all
especially the children therein.

left - Dervishe Cherkez-Guryel and
Kayra Guryel

During the interval a lovely array of
donated wine and delicious canapés
were served and SOS paraphernalia
was sold to aid the organization.

Continued on next page ....
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continued ....

Festivals come and go

ACT II brought the 2 young angels
and their teacher who donned black
attire and fancy dress hats to present
Together from Gypsy as the trio
danced and clowned to this old
jewel.
Karya Guryel took to centre stage
again with her sweet voice offering
My Favourite Things, an oldie from
The Sound of Music and How Far
I'll Go, Disney, for the young guests
in the audience.

above - Kayra Guryel. Top right
- Demetra with Kayra and Peri

Cohort Peri Sualp gave up a less
known piece of music entitled I
Enjoy Being a Girl of Flower
Drum Song with two cell phones
in hand and teenage girl antics
across the stage. Yes, teenage
girls do like their phones and it is
precisely part of being a GIRL!
She then cleverly fooled us into
believing she was going to
duplicate Ms. Economidou's Ave
Maria but ceased after a line and
asked the audience if they would
like some Cypriot music, to the
delight of all, and found a Cyprus
headscarf in the audience, wink
wink,
and
invited
the
violinist/cellist
Muharrem
Cemoglu to come and join her in
a duet of a local song called
Dillarga which elicited clapping
and singing along with members
of the audience.
She's a joy to hear and watch.
No novice to the stage obviously!
right - Peri Sualp and Muharrem
Cemoglu

Economidou and Toros joined
once again to deliver the Loreen
McKinnet song Tango to Evora
with Greek and Turkish words to
the huge delight of the mixed
audience of international people.
Next she offered the song
Kardeşin Duymaz (Your brother
doesn’t hear, I believe) by a
famous Turkish composer Livaneli
in Turkish and touched the hearts
of natives longing for brotherhood
in Cyprus. And lastly Economidou
shared Chrysoprasino Fyllo by
Theodorakis, a Greek song about
the beauty of the island of Cyprus
and its many treasures to
screaming raves of approval!
Lastly the Diva took the stage and
Demetra pulled a large red feather
hand fan from the white costume-

holding hall tree on the stage and
set a beeline for the grand piano
where she swept onto the lid and
set up her little known song, Art is
calling For Me. She had "roulades
and the trills that would send the
cold chills down the backs of all
hearers of (her) vocal frills" as I
found the words on the internet.
And what more could describe this
inimitable artist who not only sings
her heart out but also produced the
night and trained the young
performers. Incredible talent and
voice.
Once off the ivories, Demetra
began the theme from the movie
Exodus then interrupted it with a
Turkish song entitled Memleketim

which I found means Homeland and
then sandwiched back to Exodus
after bringing natives in to join her
verses. The cast was supported
through the night by pianist Yuliya
Strastenkava. This ended the show
on such a high note that we hoped
for more; however, Demetra walked
centre and thanked all for
participating and supporting the
fundraiser and announced it was
finally "Time to Say Goodbye" and
the cast joined in for a beautiful and
fitting farewell to the night. A
rousing standing ovation ensued, led
by President and Mrs. Akinci and
cold chills were really felt by
everyone there and Bellapais Abbey
was truly the "abbey of beautiful
peace."

above - Demetra, Peri, Kayra.
below centre - Demetra.
far right - Muharrem Cemoglu.
bottom - the cast with President Akinci and
First Lady Meral Akinci
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EMU hosts Arabesque musical
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
The Social and Cultural Activities
Directorate
of
the
Eastern
Mediterranean University successfully
organised a two-act Arabesque
Musical on October 30th 2018, at
Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and
Congress Center.
According to the information provided
by the press release of the University,
many students and locals of Famagusta
were among the audience of this
musical written by İrfan Kangı and
directed by Dost Elver. The musical
portrayed the middle of a ghetto in a
time when people, instead of looking at
their phones, talked face-to-face and
poverty dominated most. In the
Kumkum Neighbourhood, ‘the small
people’ of the ghetto encounter the
small stories of ‘bigger people’. Lives
moulded by pain and suffering; and the
hopeless struggle in pursuit of

happiness are portrayed. The Arabesque
Musical stands out as the story of a
generation wasted away.
“Serves as a ‘Minute of Silence"
The informative text about the musical
included the following: “The episode
that the Visual Arts Department worked
on for two years with great diligence,
Arabesque Musical, reminds us of who
we really are and sheds light on a page
of everyone’s past. The songs of the
musical belong to important artists in
our lives and the musical itself serves as
a minute of silence in respect of these
artists; such as Ahmet Kaya, İbrahim
Tatlıses, Müslüm Gürses, Orhan
Gencebay, Ferdi Tayfur, Sezen Aksu,
Hakan Altun and many others who
helped us grow up and shaped our
emotions with their songs.

people which we can all relate to at
some
point.
Furthermore,
by
portraying the arabesque concept that
is hidden in the deepest parts of our
being in a theatre hall with an
audience and combined with modern
dance, this musical brings something
completely new. The choreography of
the play is done by Bahadır Efe and
the music director is renowned

musician Olcay Demirci. In short
terms, prepare a musical that will
appeal to all our emotions, make us
want to join in and sing and even
remind us to be grateful for what we
have; and that we can be happy simply
because we can afford to dream. In the
end, who said that we could find
justice in a world where laughing and
crying walk hand in hand?”

The Arabesque Musical, presented by a
cast of 17 after 4 months of rehearsing,
portrays the shunned, alienated part of

EMU Seminar - Citizenship Rights
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Based on the press issue by the
Eastern Mediterranean University, it
recently hosted a seminar on
“Citizenship Rights Movement” with
the cooperation of the Cyprus Policy
Center (CPC) and the Department of
Political Science and International
Relations.
Assist. Prof. Dr Umut Bozkurt,
Faculty Member at EMU Faculty of
Business and Economics, Department
of Political Science and International
Relations, thanked the audience for a
high level of participation and
introduced the seminar’s speaker;
Public Relations Expert Amelia
Vander
Laan
(Supervisor
for
exchange and cultural programmes
and social aid initiatives at the U.S.
Embassy in Cyprus).
Following Assist. Prof. Dr. Bozkurt’s
speech, Public Relations Expert for
the Embassy of USA Amelia Vander
Laan explained the Citizenship Rights

Movement and its history as the
American official source. Laan, began
her speech by stating that diplomacy
is regarded as inter-governmental
policies, and said that power was
transferred to the people in the last
century. Laan pointed to the 25
million Africans who were brought to
the Americas in the early 1500s for
forced labour. Laan tried to shed a
light on the hardships endured by the
African people such as slavery,
discrimination, the struggle they went
through and their achievements during
that period. Laan pointed to the fact
that citizenship rights in America are
less than perfect however; they try to
maintain contact with all regions to
achieve this goal and that all citizens
attained their political and social
rights to education and equality.
The majority of the participants at the
seminar were the students from the
EMU Department of Political Science
and International Relations. Achiri
Emmanuel, founding member of
VOİS Students’ Union (aims to find

solutions to the problems of students
from foreign countries) stated that
the seminar was very beneficial for
their own efforts for rights.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Part of Kurtuluş Caddesi, Girne closed to
traffic on Sunday 18th November
Sewerage work will be carried out on
Sunday, November 18th between 08:
00am and 20: 00pm between the
Beylerbeyi Traffic Lights in Kurtuluş
Caddesi and Doğanköy Selvili Caddesi
entrance.
During the works, the area will be
closed to traffic, and traffic signs and
markers will be in place and drivers
are advised to use alternative routes to
avoid delay.
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spotlight!

The 35th Anniversary of the TRNC
Reception of President Mustafa Akıncı
and his wife Meral Akıncı
Pictures courtesy of Engin Dervişağa

Pinar and Engin Dervişağa
Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!
The 35 th Anniversary of The TRNC, Reception of the
President of The TRNC
Mustafa Akıncı and his wife Meral Akıncı
Pictures courtesy of Engin Dervişağa

Prime MinisterTufan Erhurman
with Engin Dervişağa

Engin and Pinar Dervişağa with
MP's (UBP )
Ersin Tatar, Hasan Taçoy and
Aytaç Çaluda

Engin Dervişağa with
Finance Minister
Serdar Denktaş

Engin and Pinar Dervişağa with
Deputy PM and Foreign Minister
Kudret Özersay

Gülşah Sanver Manavaĝlu
MP (HP)
with Pinar Dervişağa

Jale Refik Rogers
MP (HP)
with Pinar and Engin Dervişağa
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International volunteers clean Kyrenia Ancient Roman Quarry
By Chris Elliott....
Over the past weeks and months we
have been observing an increasing
interest from TRNC residents of many
nationalities coming together and,
through
their
own
initiative,
organising cleaning of beaches and
public places which has also had in
many cases local authority support.
I am not aware of all of the groups
operating clean up events but starting
with the No Straws North Cyprus
campaign this attracted support from
the No Straws Walkers led by Garry
Abbott Taff who have just completed
a 5 day 125 mile walk from Cape to
Cape across Northern Cyprus to try
and raise the need for the use of
alternative
materials
and
also
recycling and collective efforts to
clean up our island.
In a similar fashion a group of Russian
volunteers
formed
by
Diana
Suyunshalina and friends have been

cleaning a number of beaches and had
their numbers swelled by other likeminded volunteers who have helped
them with additional support being
given by the Mayor of Lapta, Mustafa
Aktuğ and Alsancak Mayor, Fırat
Ataser, who both attended cleaning
events including the ancient city area
of Lambousa.

Above and left: Alsancak and Lapta Mayors
joined and supported the cleanup

Here in Central Girne we have seen a
number of beach cleaning events that
were arranged by Gill Radcliffe of Cafe
Deniz in Karakum to which increasing
numbers of volunteers are coming to
help with the cleaning.

Beach cleaning in Karakum
We also noted in Tatlisu that another
group had formed with help from
Graham McIntyre and were active
with cleaning and again with support
from the local Mayor, Hayri Orcan
and this is what the Tatlisu Wombles
group say on their Facebook page
"Keep Tatlisu Clean Tatlisu Temiz
tutun"

The No Straws Walkers at the end of their North Cyprus
Cape to Cape walk

What is the Tatlisu Wombles?
The idea of the Wombles is that we
can all spare 30 minutes once a
month to help clean up our local

areas of Tatlisu. We can do it as
individuals or with family or as a
larger group.
For those too young to remember, the
Wombles are fictional pointy-nosed,
furry creatures created by Elisabeth
Beresford and originally appearing in
a series of children's novels from
1968. They live in burrows, where
they aim to help the environment by
collecting and recycling rubbish in
creative ways. (Wikipedia).

HEALTH
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continued ....

cleaning North Cyprus

Oya Kutsal has been involved with
other cleaning events and also
promoting preservation of ancient
buildings and heritage and this is
what she had to say:

It is true that our streets are dirty. We
all know that. We all see that. Because
we see it, we react to it. On the other
hand, our historical monuments are
much dirtier and neglected than our
streets. One cannot imagine the
amount and variety of the dirt in the
monuments unless he sees it himself.
Streets are regularly cleaned by
municipalities despite the fact that
they will look the same next day. But
since monuments are secluded,
nobody is aware of the terrible dirt on
them even the municipalities. So the
dirt builds up and up and there is
nobody around to react to it. Here the
insensitivity has two destructive sides.
Environment and cultural heritage.

"Day by day awareness is getting
bigger and wider. New initiatives are
being formed in different parts of the
north and these groups are trying
their best to create a cleaner Cyprus.

My main concern has always been
historical monuments. However, in
today's conditions they cannot be
separated from the environmental
problems.

At the moment I am working on a new
project which will include the whole
Kyrenia region from Esentepe to
Karsiyaka. All the historical sites will
be listed and initiatives will be formed
in all towns and villages. All sites will
be cleaned one by one and we will
ask all the municipalities to take
action to make all these sites visible.
The municipalities will also be asked
to organize regular tours to these
hidden sites."

I am only one of those who feel for
their country and are disturbed by the
increasing dirt and the insensitivity in
the society.

Chrysocava clean up event was a
great success. With the great support
of the municipality and the volunteers
it was deeply cleaned. Students were

As we have noted the various cleaning
activities being planned, we have
helped to record these forthcoming
events on the very successful

This past week has seen a high profile
cleaning event arranged by Oya
Kutsal taking place in the 2,000 year
old Roman quarry with many
volunteer cleaners being transported
by bus to the quarry by the Girne
Municipality.
This event attracted much interest and
BRT TV producer Engin Dervish was
there with his film crew and we
should see his report very soon.

brought there to help. But before

they started cleaning, they were
informed about the history of the
site. A retired archaeologist was
invited to the area to give a short
lecture about the place. The
residents were visited and asked to
protect the site. In three hours the
site was clean and people were
aware of their cultural heritage.

Facebook page, Temiz Kibris/A Clean
Cyprus which in turn has then shared
the cleaning event news received with
other Facebook pages to raise the
profile of the North Cyprus cleanup
movement.
Many groups are also coming back to
Temiz Kibris/A Clean Cyprus with
news and pictures showing the success
of their events and this news is then
shared again with other pages which
reaches an increasing audience with
more readers looking for more
information and wanting to be part of
the clean up movement..
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
17th November to 1st December 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
be a raffle with prizes of meals for 2 at Semir Firin &
Kebab House and Tim’s Cafe/Bar.
21st November – Wednesday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Blue Tears from
9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.

17th November – Saturday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak present Blind Man’s
Tale (Rock) from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
17th November – Saturday – Football :
Esentepe v Küçük Kaymaklı (SL) at Erdal Barut
Stadıum, Esentepe. Kick off 2pm.
Girne Halk Evi v Mağusa Türk Gücü (SL) at 20
Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium, Girne. Kick off
2pm.
Maraş v Düzkaya (L1) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta.
Kick off 2pm.
Yenicamı v Baf Ülkü Yurdu (SL) at Ataturk
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 2pm.
Karşıyaka v Göçmenköy (L1) at Ergin Cemal
Şahdur Sahası, Karsiyaka. Kick off 2pm.
Ozanköy v Doğancı (L1) at Mustafa Özkayım
Stadıum, Ozankoy. Kick off 2pm
18th November – Sunday – Football :
Esentepe v Küçük Kaymaklı (SL) at Erdal Barut
Stadıum, Esentepe. Kick off 2pm.
Girne Halk Evi v Mağusa Türk Gücü (SL) at 20
Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium, Girne. Kick off
2pm.
Maraş v Düzkaya (L1) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta.
Kick off 2pm.
Yenicamı v Baf Ülkü Yurdu (SL) at Ataturk
Stadium, Lefkosa. Kick off 2pm.
Karşıyaka v Göçmenköy (L1) at Ergin Cemal
Şahdur Sahası, Karsiyaka. Kick off 2pm.
Ozanköy v Doğancı (L1) at Mustafa Özkayım
Stadıum, Ozankoy. Kick off 2pm.
18th November – Sunday - Selmi Strip, Ozankoy
will be having the second Car Boot Sale 11am to
3pm. Sell your unwanted items from your car boot
and help to raise funds for Hope 4 Pets. There will

22nd November – Thursday - Spaghetti Junction,
Catalkoy, quiz night in aid of Tulips starting at 8 pm.
50 questions and a table top extra. 5TL per person.
Quiz split 50/50 to the winning team and Tulips. Raffle
5TL a ticket, winner chooses meal for 2 at Spaghetti
Junction, bottle of wine, or money. If money not won it
rolls over.
22nd November – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House, Esentepe
at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz menu 40TL. To
book call 0542 889 3034.
23rd November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present The Gentleman
(Rock/Blues) from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
23rd November – Friday - The Rotary Club of Kyrenia
Cosmopolitan will be having a pre-Christmas/New Year
dinner from 7pm at the Merit Royal Premium Hotel,
Maxim Salon.
23rd November – Friday – Football :
Mağusa Türk Gücü v Yenicamı (SL) at Dr Fazıl Küçük
Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off 6pm (Floodlight match)
24th November – Saturday – Football :
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Esentepe (SL) at Mustafa
Hidayet Çalar Stadı, Alsancak. Kick off 2pm.
Düzkaya v Değirmenlik (L1) at Nihat Bağicer Stadı,
Catalkoy (behind Tempo Supermarket). Kick off 2pm.
Küçük Kaymaklı v Gençlik Gücü (SL) at Şht Hüseyin
Ruso Stadıum, Lefkosa. Kick off 2pm
25th November – Sunday – Football :
Çanakkale Nuharrem Döveç Stadı (L1) at Şht Hüseyin
Ruso Stadıum, Famagusta. Kick off 2pm
Türk Ocak v Gönyeli (SL) at 20 Temmuz Mete Adanir
Stadium, Girne. Kick off 2pm.
Çetinkaya v L. Gençler Birliği (SL) at Ataturk Stadium,
Lefkosa. Kick off 2pm.
25th November – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee and

Music House, Alsancak present a Classical
Concert with Elli Koutsouli and Atakan Sari from
9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
28th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House, Alsancak present a
Classical Concert with Elli Koutsouli and Atakan
Sari from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL.
28th November – Wednesday - KAR Bingo and
Music at Blue Song Restaurant, Lapta starting at
7.30pm. Food will be available. A nice evening's
entertainment to help the cats and dogs at the KAR
Rescue Centre.
29th November – Thursday - Spaghetti Junction,
Catalkoy, quiz night in aid of Tulips starting at 8
pm. 50 questions and a table top extra. 5TL per
person. Quiz split 50/50 to the winning team and
Tulips. Raffle 5TL a ticket, winner chooses meal
for 2 at Spaghetti Junction, bottle of wine, or
money. If money not won it rolls over.
29th November – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889
3034.
30th November – Friday - Sea Wise Restaurant
in Esentepe will be holding a Christmas Fayre in
aid of Tatlisu School, supported by Creative
Sewing Esentepe. The Fayre will start at 2pm and
there will be many stalls selling Christmas items,
pet and garden items, clothes, jewellery, bric-abrac, books, DVDs etc. Lovely raffle prizes.
30th November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House, Alsancak present Alper Cengiz
and Friends (Blues) from 9.30pm. Entrance 20TL.
1st December – Saturday - British Residents
Society – Blood Donor Day at Dr Akcicek
Hospital, Girne from 10am. If you are able to give
blood please try to attend.
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CyprusScene : Sudoku
Grid No. 103

Grid No. 104

Answers on page 27 - No cheating!
Classical Concert/Recital at The Soulist, Alsancak
By Roland Eyerich ...
Another classical concert has been
arranged at the Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak on Sunday
25th November with a Flute and
Piano Recital featuring Mehmet
Sakarya (flute) and Atakan Sarı
(piano).
For this concert there will be a
different seating plan, so we
recommend you purchase your
tickets before the concert as there
will not be reservations. Entrance
will be from 6pm and the concert
will start at 6.30pm. Tickets are
35TL and are available from The
Soulist.
For classical music lovers, this will
be a concert not to be missed, the
musicians will be playing music by
Bach, Handel, Mozart etc. and the
works of many more great
composers.
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The Sports Quiz
Sports Quiz : 10 questions and this week's "Stinker"
By Richard Beale..
Below are 10 general Sporting Questions, I will
say that this week again they fall into the
MEDIUM category.
The answers will be found on page 30 of this weeks
Enewspaper. The answer to the “Stinker” question
will appear in next week's Enewspaper.
Good luck and no cheating!

Question 1 Sergio Aguero scored Manchester City’s second goal in last
weekend’s “derby” what was so unusual about his appearance?
Question 2 .Which soccer player who has played for England, West Ham,
Liverpool, Chelsea, Lille, Aston Villa and Coventry announced his retirement
this week age 37 after making a total of 716 appearances and scoring 104
goals?
Question 3. What round was boxer Tony Bellow stopped in his fight against
Oleksandr Usyk last weekend?
Question 4 Who scored 107 on his England Test debut against Sri Lanka in
the First Test?
Question 5 Who was the Sri Lanka Test cricketer who retired after the First
Test after taking 433 Test wickets?

Question 6 England lost 15-16 to New Zealand at the weekend who scored
England’s two tries?
Question 7:Who had a controversial try disallowed for offside in the last minute
for England?
Question 8 Who was appointed Real Madrid’s new Coach this week?
Question 9 Who came second and third behind Lewis Hamilton in last weekend’s
Brazilian Grand Prix?
Question 10 Who was the third longest serving English football Manager who
left Wimbledon AFC last Monday by “mutual consent” ?

This weeks STINKER and its HARD

Question:

The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Which is the only football club to have played in the Premier League, the old Divisions 1,2,3,4, and
Division 3 South and Division 3 North?

Last weeks STINKER:

The question was :
The question was which famous Politician famously headbutted a German footballer in the groin ?
The Politician is easy but who was the German footballer ? - VERY HARD
Answer:
BORIS JOHNSON was the Politician. MAURIZIO GAUDINO was the German footballer.
Maurizio played 5 times for Germany and made over 400 appearances for various Clubs. The
incident happened in a Charity Match between England and Germany at the Madejski Stadium,
Reading in May 2006. Boris slipped and ended up rugby tackling Maurizio his head making contact
with the German’s tackle!

PUZZLE CORNER
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Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 25
GRID No 103

GRID No. 104

How did you do?
More news from KAR
The KAR Christmas Bazaar is
being held on Saturday 8th
December at the Pia Bella Hotel,
Girne and if you can help the
following
would
be
much
appreciated.

you have any unwanted items
sitting in your cupboards KAR
would be delighted to take them off
your hands so please deliver them
to the KAR office, marked for the
Tombola.

If you like baking and would like
to contribute cakes, mince pies,
pastries etc. this would be great. If
you don’t particularly like baking
perhaps also you could help by
contributing some cans, bottles for
the Cake Stall.

Donations of luxury non-perishable
items are being sought to make up
a hamper, which will then be
included in the Grand Christmas
Draw. Tickets on sale at 5TL each
from the following outlets : No1
Shop – Girne, House and Home –
Girne, Rescue Centre – Arapkoy,
Lambousa Saturday Market -Lapta,
Office/GladRags– Karakum.

There will be a Tombola and prizes
are needed for this as well, so if
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
17th November – Saturday
Şifali Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 0533 846 3330
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Yusuf Zıya Apt Gırne. Tel: 815 8979
18th November - Sunday
Aydin Life Eczanesi, Minimall Plaza Bellapais Road, Doğankoy.
Tel: 815 7350
Emin Eczanesi, Alsancak (Opp. Mardo). Tel: 0533 870 1946
19th November – Monday
Aşar Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu. Zıraat Bankası. Tel: 822 3885
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 0850
20th November – Tuesday
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Gırne. Tel: 815 2150
Girne Eczanesi, Bedreddın Demirel Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 1447

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta
areas

21st November – Wednesday
Mucizem Eczanesi, Naci Talat Cad. Nevzat Center, Karaoglanoglu.
Tel: 815 1150
Setenay Bebgisu Eczanesi, Semıh Sancar Sokak, Doğankoy.
Tel: 816 0082
22nd November – Thursday
Ayşen Altan Eczanesi, Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad. Lapta.
Tel: 0533 858 5208
Dünya Eczanesi, Salıh Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 0009
23rd November – Friday
Gündal Eczanesi, Iskenderum Cad. Altınör Apt, Karakum.
Tel: 816 0543
Nazim Variş Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 821 3088
24th November – Saturday
Başak Eczanesi, Zıya Rizkı Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 3620
Önal Aktolga Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu (Bakkal Supermarket).
Tel: 822 4142

Chemist Winter Opening Hours
On weekdays, Pharmacy opening hours change to 8am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday and
Saturdays between 8am and 1.30pm until March 31, 2019.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 16th November 2018)
10-day Forecast
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Özersay gives a dinner in honour of CTFF and TCFF

Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay gave a dinner in honour of
the Cyprus Turkish Football
Federation (CTFF) U21 and
Turkish
Community
Football
Federation in the UK (TCFF) U21
who will compete at the
organization of “Republic Cup of
2018” under the auspices of the
TRNC Foreign Ministry.
In his speech during the dinner,
Özersay said that as the
government, in respect of the
project of the Turkish Cypriots

living abroad, they always support
the Turkish Cypriot youth to visit
our country within the context of
different activities, and will also
continue to give support. Özersay
congratulated the authorities of the
Turkish Community Football
Federation in the UK for their
work which contributes to the
Turkish Cypriots living in UK to
meet and act with a soul of
solidarity and also expressed his
pleasure for their being in the
TRNC within the context of 35th
Anniversary of the Establishment
of the TRNC.

TRNC "Republic Cup of 2018”
Republic Cup of 2018” was held
at Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadium, under
the auspices of the TRNC Deputy
Prime Ministry and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.
The Cyprus Turkish Football
Federation (CTFF) U21 and

Turkish Community Football
Federation in the UK (TCFF) U21
competed at the event which was
held within the framework of the
35th
Anniversary
of
the
Establishment of the TRNC.
The

Cyprus

Turkish

Football

Federation (CTFF) U 21 defeated
Turkish Community Football
Federation in the UK (TCFF)
U21, 1-0. Deputy Prime Minister
and Minister of Foreign Affairs
Kudret Özersay watched the
match and presented the cup and
medals to the players.
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League Football Fixtures 16/17/18 and 23/24/25 November
SL = Super League, L1= League 1

Richard Beale ..
As you may have only received
your copy of Cyprusscene Enewspaper on Saturday it may be
too late for you to plan going to
watch a local football match.
So every week we will publish the
current weekend matches plus the
following week to make it easier
for you to plan ahead.
Pick of the matches this weekend
is the match between Esentepe and
Küçük Kaymaklı which is a vital
match for both teams struggling for
points at the wrong end of the table
– a 6 pointer even at this early
stage of the season.
The other match is on Saturday
when 5th place Karşıyaka take on
2nd place Göçmenköy in a League
1 top of the table clash at
Karşıyaka Ergin Cemal Şahdur
Stadium.

Selective matches for November 16-17-18.
PLACE
ESENTEPE
Erdal Barut Stadıum
FAMAGUSTA
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı
Maraş Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium
ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadıum
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Gönyeli Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum
KARŞIYAKA
Ergin Cemal Şahdur Sahası
OZANKÖY
Mustafa Özkayım Stadıum

DATE

L

DETAILS

Sat Nov 17

SL

Esentepe v Küçük Kaymaklı ko 2-00pm

Sun Nov 18
Sat Nov 17

L1
L1

Y. Dumlupınar v Akova Vurdu ko 2-00pm
Maraş v Düzkaya ko 2-00pm

Sat Nov 17
Sun Nov 18

SL
SL

Girne Halk Evi v Mağusa Türk Gücü ko 2-00pm
Doğan Türk Birliği v Lefke ko 2-00pm

Sun Nov 18

SL

Sat Nov 17
Sun Nov 18
Sun Nov 18

SL
SL
SL

L. Gençler Birliği v Merit Alsancak Yeşilova
ko 2-00pm
Yenicamı v Baf Ülkü Yurdu ko 2-00pm
Gönyeli v Çetinkaya ko 2-00pm
Gençlik Gücü v Cihangir ko 2-00pm

Sat Nov 17

L1

Karşıyaka v Göçmenköy ko 2-00pm

Sat Nov 17

Ozanköy v Doğancı ko 2-00pm

SL = Super League, L1= League 1

Selective matches for November 23/24/25
PLACE

DATE

L

DETAILS

ALSANCAK
Mustafa Hidayet Çalar Stadı

Sat Nov 24

SL

Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v Esentepe ko 2-00pm

CATALKÖY
Nihat Bağicer Stadı

Sat Nov 24

L1

Düzkaya v Değirmenlik ko 2-00pm (behınd
Tempo Supermarket)

FAMAGUSTA
Çanakkale Nuharrem Döveç Stadı
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı

Sun Nov 25
Fri Nov 23

L1
SL

Çanakkale v Yonpaş Dumlupınar ko 2-00pm
Mağusa Türk Gücü v Yenicamı ko 6-00pm

GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium

Sun Nov 25

SL

Türk Ocak v Gönyeli ko 2-00pm

LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum

Sun Nov 25
Sat Nov 24

SL
SL

Çetinkaya v L. Gençler Birliği ko 2-00pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Gençlik Gücü ko 2-00pm
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SPORTS
A Look at Last Weekend's Local Football Results

By Richard Beale..
Week 8, K-Pet Super League Results
In the big match played in Girne on
Monday night, League leaders
Yenicamı were in town and ended up
beating in form Doğan Türk Birliği 10 to make it 8 wins out of 8.
The top three are pulling away from
the pack and like wise the bottom three
Clubs are being left behind
.
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova woke up
from a sluggish start to the season
beating in form Gönyeli 4-1
.
Week 8 - K-Pet League 1 Result
Düzkaya provided the shock result of
the weekend by trouncing the then
League leaders Hamitköy 4-1 to move
up to 4th in the table.
In a Famagüsta “derby” match at the
bottom end of the table Çanakkale beat
their neighbours Maraş 2-1. In another
“derby” Yeniboğazici were thumped at
home by their neighbouring village
Mormeneşke 4-0.

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 26

Answer 1 He died his hair white

Answer 6 Chris Ashton, Dylan Hartley.

Answer 2 Joe Cole

Answer 7 Sam Underhill

Answer 3 8th Round

Answer 8 Santiago Solari

Answer 4 Ben Foakes

Answer 9 Max Verstappen, Kimi Raikkonen.

Answer 5 : Rangara Hearth.

Answer 10 Neal Ardley.
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Esentepe leave it too late!
Result: Cihangir SK 2 Esentepe KKSK 1

By Richard Beale ..
Saturday November 10th, 2018: KPet Super League : Chiangir
Stadium.
After being on the back foot for most
of the match and already 2 goals
down, Esentepe launched a spirited
comeback scoring a late goal and
dominating the last 10 minutes and
injury time but failed to find an
equaliser for them to steal a point.
New Coach Necati Tilki's first game
in charge ended with a defeat making
it 5 consecutive losses for Esentepe,
but there were encouraging signs for
him to work on.
Esentepe recalled Ahmet Karal after
being suspended for disciplinary
reasons
and
switched
midfielder/striker Mehmet Çil to
partner central defender Hasan. Kaan,
who was taken ill before the match,
was on the replacement bench, the
Captain arm band went to goalkeeper
Ali Karal.
It was an untidy start to the match
with both sides seemingly to have left
their shooting boots in the changing
rooms as a number of efforts went
either high over the bar or wide.
It was noticeable for Esentepe that
lone striker Odi Henry was being
given more help than previous
matches as Ahmet, Muhammed and
Sane tried to give him support.
Also Esentepe were employing an
“offside trap” which were “risky”
tactics
as
Esentepe
defenders
struggled to employ it.

cross to the far post where Ahmet’s
shot was deflected for a corner by
goalkeeper Tugcan.
80 minutes Esentepe substitute Burak
sent over a cross from the right
finding Mehmet Çil who was now
playing as a forward, he looked to be
offside but play continued, the
experienced player turned and got in
a shot that Tuğcan managed to block.

Esentepe Goalkeeper Ali saves a penalty and the fight back goes on!
Cihangir's three African players
Omodiagbe Victory, Uche Sunday and
Nnameka Uzor were becoming more
influential as the game wore on.
Cihangir took the lead in the 26th
minute when Uche Sunday slotted a
pass through to VICTORY, with
Esentepe defenders hesitating and
appealing for offside the Nigerian
winger fastened onto the ball and
slotted it past Ali. 1-0.
Esentepe left back Mahmut Amasaylı
was coming under increasing pressure
and Cihangir were dangerous when
Victory was on the ball on the right
hand side.
Cihangir were awarded a penalty in
the 33rd minute when a superb ball
from Firat split open the Esentepe
defence, Goalkeeper Ali came racing
out of his goal and brought down Erol
as the player tried to round him. Ali
was booked but he made amends by
bringing off a brilliant save, flinging
himself to his left to claw away
Ertan’s penalty.
38 minutes Esentepe were indebted to
their goalkeeper again as he made a
brilliant double save from point blank

range to thwart firstly Uche Sunday
and Nnaemeka.
46 minutes : Esentepe’s offside trap
was sprung again this time from
another good pass from Firat, Victory
shot over the bar from a good
position.
Esentepe were very fortunate to go
into the break only one goal down....
1-0.
The second half continued in the
same pattern as the first half with
Cihangir piercing the Esentepe
defence time and time again and only
goalkeeper Ali stopping them.
He could not prevent Cihangir
increasing their lead in the 51st
minute as Esentepe defence was cut
to shreds again. Firat made inroads,
passed to his right to Uche Sunday
whose low cross found an unmarked
NNAEMEKA to score easily 2-0.
It looked like Cihangir would score
more goals but suddenly Esentepe
with nothing to lose pushed men
forward and started to create chances.
In the 59th minute substitute Kaan
and Ugurcan combined well down
the left before the latter put over a

81 minutes the player was not to be
denied, when Esentepe following a
good long pass from Sane which
found MEHMET ÇİL, who scored
his first goal for Esentepe with a
superb shot into the left hand corner
of the net. 2-1.
Urged on by their supporters
Esentepe threw men forward and
Cihangir were reeling as the away
team pressured constantly.
87 minutes a Kaan cross from the left
was met by Şahın whose effort
brought a scrambling diving save
from Tuğcan.
With Esentepe committing men
forward they were always vulnerable
to the quick breakaway and Cihangir
should have made the game safe but
were let down by poor finishing.
Still Esentepe attacked Sane fired just
wide and even goalkeeper Ali came
up for late corners as Esentepe threw
everything at the Cihangir defence.
Cihangir breathed a huge sigh of
relief as the final whistle blew and
left Esentepe with broken hearts
again.

